You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for BOSCH AXT RAPID 2200.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the BOSCH AXT RAPID 2200 in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Schlechte Schnittleistung Schneidemesser stumpf Schneidemesser verschmutzt Einfülltrichter oder Auswurfsschacht blockiert Schneidemesser dreht sich nicht
Starke Vibrationen/ Geräusche Schneidemesser blockiert Messermutter/-schraube lose Messermutter/-schraube lose Schneidemesser beschädigt Gerät innen
beschädigt Warning: Read these instructions carefully, be familiar with the controls and proper use of the machine. Please keep the instructions safe for later
use. Before using for the first time, ask for a practical demonstration. read instruction manual. Before starting the machine, check that all screws, nuts, bolts
and other fasteners are properly secured and that guards and screens are in place. replace damaged or unreadable warning and operating labels. Before
starting the machine, make certain that the feed intake is empty. Keep your face and body away from the feed intake opening. Do not allow hands or any other
part of the body or clothing inside the feed intake opening, discharge chute or near any moving part. Switch off the machine before attaching or removing the
bag.
Never stand at a higher level than the base of the machine when feeding material. Always stand clear of the discharge zone when operating the machine.
@@@@@@Do not attempt to repair the machine unless you are qualified to do so. @@@@Remove the plug from the mains supply before clearing debris.
@@Do not tamper with the motor speed control settings.
contact a Bosch approved service agent if a problem exists. @@Do not transport the machine while the motor is running. Switch off, allow the cutter to stop
and remove the plug from the mains supply whenever you leave the work area. Do not tilt the machine while it is running. Maintenance and storage: When
the machine is stopped for servicing, inspection, or storage, or to change an accessory, switch off and remove the plug from the mains supply and allow the
machine to cool.
Make sure that all moving parts have come to a complete stop before making any inspections, adjustments, etc. Maintain the machine with care and keep it
clean. If an extension cord is used it shall not be of lighter grade than the supply cord already fitted to the machinemachine. Check the supply and any
extension cord regularly for damage or signs of ageing. Do not use the machine, if the cords are damaged. When servicing the cutter be aware that, even
though the motor will not start due to the interlock feature of the guard, the cutter can still be moved if the motor is turned by hand. Danger rotating blades,
keep hands and feet out of openings while the machine is running. Before handling the cutter, switch off and remove the plug from the mains supply.
@@Never use the machine with a damaged cable. Do not operate this equipment in the vicinity of bystanders.
Keep bystanders a safe distance away from the machine. @@Only store the machine in a dry place. Wear protective gloves, sturdy shoes and long trousers.
@@@@The machine runs on for a few seconds after being switched off. @@@@Always check your RCD every time you use it. @@Do not touch the plug or
socket with wet hands. do not drive over , crush or stretch the cable. Do not allow children to operate this equipment. Other persons and animals should
remain at a distance of 3 metres or more when the machine is being used. The operator is responsible for third persons in the working area.
Bosch can assure flawless functioning of the machine only when original accessories are used. Become familiar with the owner's manual before attempting to
operate this machine. Avoid wearing loose-fitting clothing, hanging cords or ties. Only operate the machine in open space (eg not too close to a wall or other
fixed objects) and on a firm, level surface. Do not operate the machine on paved or gravel surface where ejected material could cause injury.
Shredder Part number (TYP) Rated power, S 6 (4/6 min)1) Rated power, S1 No-load speed Capacity max. The S 6 operating mode (40 %) indicates a load
profile of 4 min load and 6 min idle time. Switch off, remove plug from mains before adjusting, cleaning or if cable is cut, damaged or entangled. @@ caution
do not touch rotating blades. @@@@@@@@Always check your RCD every time you use it.
@@Fixing means for the connection leads must be used. @@@@@@@@@@@@It will now move to position "I" (the normal run position). @@@@After
a short period, the machine can be switched on again. @@Feed the material to be chopped through the feed intake. @@@@@@Only insert as much
material so that the feed intake 1 will not be blocked up. Do not fill soft waste such as kitchen rubbish into the shredder but compost directly. Take care that
the chopped material can fall freely from the discharge chute 8 danger of backing up! The ventilation slots 5 must not be covered by the collecting bag or the
chopped material. @@@@@@Do not rapidly switch off and on. @@@@@@@@ stopping: Rotate the On/Off switch 2 to position "0". @@ emergency
Stop: Press the On/Off switch 2.
Restart Protection After a mains failure, or if the product cuts out due to overloads, the machine cannot restart on its own when the power returns or when
protector resets. Stop and remove plug from the power supply. After fully unscrewing the securing knob 3, remove cover 11 and clean the blade area. If debris
is compacted in the blade area, remove with a wooden or plastic implement. Also clean the discharge chute 8 of any debris. Branches become harder to shred
depending on the type, age and dryness of the wood. For best results, shred fresh branches soon after they have been cut. The use of the prodder 13 will help
with the feeding of soft material. Soft garden waste should be shredded in smaller loads, particularly when wet. Any blockages can be avoided by
intermittently shredding branches.
Ensure that the allen key 12 and screw driver are removed, also ensure that the cover 11 and securing knob 3 are fitted before attempting to turn the machine
on. Stop and remove plug from the power supply. Note: To ensure long and reliable service, carry out the following maintenance regularly. @@ check that
covers and guards are undamaged and correctly fitted. Carry out necessary maintenance or repairs before using.
@@@@Stop and remove plug from the power supply. @@Do not place other objects on top of the machine. @@Stop and remove plug from the power
supply. the blade has a double sided cutting edge. When the cutting edges become blunt, the blade can be turned over.
When both sides are blunt replace the blade. @@@@Insert a screw driver into the hole 14 to lock the drive. Use the allen key 12 to remove the blade bolt 16,
and the blade washer 15. The following table gives checks and actions that you can perform if your machine does not operate correctly. If these do not
identify/remedy the problem, contact your service agent. Warning: Switch off and remove plug from mains before investigating fault. Symptom Machine fails
to operate Possible Cause Switch fails to operate Remedy Follow "Restart Protection" procedure (Starting and Stopping) Do not push On/Off switch 2 while
it is being rotated Tighten securing knob 3 Turn power on Use another socket Inspect cable, replace if damaged Replace fuse/restart Follow "Overload
Protection" procedure (Starting and Stopping) Follow "Overload Protection" procedure (Starting and Stopping) Allow machine to cool then follow "Overload
Protection" procedure (Starting and Stopping) Inspect cable, replace if damaged Contact Service Agent Follow "Overlo.
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